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"Confusion
must be sort of like two
or more colors at one time.
Like red and blue.
Or yellow, green, and black.
But mostly orange .
I think confusion should have
orange painted over it. "

Students with autism have difficulty identifying the thoughts, beliefs, and motivations
of others (Baron-Cohen, 1989; Baron-Cohen, 1990 ; Baron-Cohen, Leslie & Frith,
1985; Dawson & Fernald, 1987 ; Hobson, 1992) . Comic Strip Conversations
include the thoughts and feelings of others as a factor in communication with equal
importance to spoken words and actions . Students are visually assisted in
identifying the thoughts and feelings of others through the use of symbols and color.
Comic Strip Conversations originated in part from the communicative drawings of a
ten year old girl, Larkin, from Fairbum, Georgia. Larkin would draw to communicate
frustrating situations to her mother, Ten, who would draw in return . In Teri's words :
My daughter uses a kind of "social stories" process to talk her way through difficult situations.
She draws or has someone else draw situations that have been confusing or distressing to her .
We have learned to not only draw the disturbing situation she requests, but also to draw the
sequence of events that leads to an appropriate conclusion to the situation.
Larkin takes great comfort from these drawings and can then use that information to help
herself in future similar situations . We have taken her lead and used this method to help
her develop coping skills. My drawings are always in response to Larkin's drawings - unless
she is just too agitated about a situation and insists that I draw the situation for her - then I still
follow up with my conclusion - sometimes accompanied by a cryptic "social story".

Building from Larkin's example, a systematic approach to conversing with
drawings was developed with the help of Matthew Graham, an 11 year old in the
fifth grade. Working with Matthew, guidelines for the Comic Strip Conversation
approach were established and piloted. Modifications were made based on
observations of Matthew's responses, and with consideration of current social
cognition and theory of mind literature . A dictionary of eight basic symbols for
conversation skills was developed, and color was incorporated to provide a visual
system to identify emotional content in conversation .
The basic guidelines in this booklet reflect the efforts of students, parents, and
professionals who have worked to develop Comic Strip Conversations . Intended
as guidelines, they provide a starting point for helping each student develop their
own individual "art of conversation" .

What is a Comic Strip Conversation?
A Comic Strip Conversation is a conversation between two or more people which
incorporates the use of simple drawings . These drawings serve to illustrate an
ongoing communication, providing additional support to individuals who struggle to
comprehend the quick exchange of information which occurs in a conversation.
Experience with Comic Strip Conversations indicates they may be an effective tool
for parents and .professionals working with students with autism and other
developmental disabilities, although no objective data regarding the effectiveness of
this approach is currently available.
While Comic Strip Conversations are as versatile as any other conversation,
reporting the past, describing the present, or planning for the future, other
characteristics of this approach are unique . Comic Strip Conversations
systematically identify what people say and do, and emphasize what people may
be thinking. A set of eight symbols are used to represent basic conversational
skills. In addition, color may be incorporated to represent the emotional content of
statements, thoughts, and questions. Some Comic Strip Conversations provide
insights into a student's perspective of a situation, and serve as an excellent
prerequisite activity to the development of a social story (1). Comic Strip
Conversations are also used to visually "work through" a problem situation and
identify solutions.

Rationale & History
Comic Strip Conversations are based on the belief that visualization (Grandin,
1992) and visual supports, found useful in structuring the learning of students with
autism (Gray 1993 ; Odom & Watts, 1991 ; Twachtman,1992 ; Quill, 1991 ; Quill
1992), may also improve their understanding and comprehension of conversation .
In addition, the use of conversation symbols and color are intended to visually
structure conversational skills which are abstract and more difficult for students with
autism to understand.

(1 ) Social stories are short stories written for individuals with autism and related disorders to accurately
describe social situations . In addition . social stories often identify effective responses to a given situation.
See Reterence section . Social story information and related materials are available from the address on
this booklet .

Materials
There are several different types of materials which can be used for a comic strip
conversation, each with advantages and disadvantages . Based on knowledge of
an individual student, including the expressed preference of the student, determine
which materials are likely to be the most effective. Materials may be combined to
meet a given situation, and a student's needs and interests.
Laminate Marker Boards
Laminate marker boards (with specially designed markers and erasers) are
increasing in variety and popularity . Many classrooms are now equipped with
laminate marker boards, which in many cases have replaced chalkboards . They
are available in office supply stores in a wide range of sizes. They come in two
colors, white and black. The white boards may be used with markers which come
in a wide variety of colors. The black boards are intended for use with fluorescent
markers which are available in only a few basic colors.
The advantage of laminate boards is that they provide a great deal of flexibility.
Laminate boards make it easy to erase and make changes. In addition, there are
many colors to use to depict various feelings and interactions. Black laminate
boards offer a limited range of colored markers, but the fluorescent markers and a
black background may be more effective in holding the interest of some students.
The disadvantage of conversations utilizing laminate boards is they must soon be
erased. While the ability to erase and work in color is a real advantage, there is
also a major drawback . Once a student is accustomed to using comic strip
conversations, a given conversation may involve several different drawings . With
only one marker board to write on, a drawing must be erased prior to continuing
with other drawings in the conversation . This makes it impossible to refer back to
the earlier drawings. The ability to refer back to an earlier drawing becomes
important in helping a student understand how two or three events (drawings) are
related, or in reviewing the conversation thus far or the sequence of events.

If a very large marker board is available, especially if it is the size of a classroom
chalkboard, drawings do not need to be erased within a given conversation. In
this case, simply work from left to right, moving along as the space is filled . (Hint:
the large open space of a large board can result in drawings which run into one
another in a haphazard fashion. In addition to working left to right, draw a series of
large rectangular "frames" in a row. Encourage the student to draw in the frames in
sequence, from left to right across the board .) These conversations cannot be
stored permanently, as they will soon be erased when the board is needed for
other purposes .
Paper
Paper offers a lot of versatility, and different types of paper can be selected
considering the age and skills of the student. Possibilities for comic strip
conversations on paper include : a spiral drawing tablet, manila drawing
paper, large note cards, a spiral notebook, or a three ring notebook with plain or
unlined notebook paper . In most cases, using paper smaller than 8 1/2" by 11" is
not recommended .
The biggest advantage to the use of paper is permanence. Drawings can be
saved for easy reference within a conversation, or to review at a later date. In
addition, markers designed for use with paper come in an extensive variety of
colors, which allows for many options when working with colors and feelings .
The disadvantage is changes in a drawing on paper cannot be made easily, as
lines from colored markers cannot be erased . While the inability to erase is a
singular disadvantage, it can create a major disruption in the course of an
otherwise smooth comic strip conversation .
Chalkboards
Chalkboards can be useful in comic strip conversations, especially for students
new to the approach. Chalkboards are familiar to many students, found in most
any classroom, and allow for easy revisions in drawings .

The biggest advantage to chalkboard conversations is the amount of available
space. With many students it may be helpful to structure the space as indicated
earlier (see last paragraph in section titled Laminate Marker Boards). Revisions
can be made easily.
The disadvantage is chalkboard conversations are soon erased, and cannot be
stored for future reference.
Procedure
Introducing a Student to Comic Strip Conversations
In most cases, a parent or professional will introduce a student to comic strip
conversations. It is important to present the approach with an attitude of
acceptance, demonstrating that drawing while talking is an "ok" way to
communicate. Therefore, those introducing this approach should first practice
having a comic strip conversation with someone else. In this way, any
clumsiness, self consciousness. or uncertainty in using the approach is minimized,
and the student is first introduced to comic strip conversations by someone who is
confident and supportive .
In addition, the student takes the lead in a Comic Strip Conversation. The
parent/professional guides without assuming the lead. The student is assisted in
understanding and expressing ideas in a conversation . While both have access
to the markers, the student should write/draw/talk the majority of the time. Initially
the "conversation" may take on more of an "interview" format - with the
parent/professional asking or writing questions, and the student
drawing/writing/talking in return . The goal is to gradually work toward a format
which is less like an interview, and more like a conversation .
t

For the first comic strip conversation with a student, the goal is to acquaint the
student with the approach vs. tackling an important issue. Keep it simple . For
example, state, "We are going to draw while we talk today." While talking, visually
demonstrate to improve the student's comprehension . Write, "We are going to

draw while we talk today, "drawing the talk symbol around the words. Introduce
the student to the first two comic strip symbols, "person" and "talk" (Figure 1). Ask
the student what slhe would like to draw and write about, or select an easy topic
of interest to the student, for example, "Draw and tell me about your trip to
Disneyland . Which people went to Disneyland with you?"

The Comic Strip Symbols Dictionary
The Comic Strip Symbols Dictionary consists of two sets of symbols, the
Conversation Symbols Dictionary and a student's Personal Symbols
Dictionary (Appendix A : Comic Strip Symbols Dictionary). The Conversation
Symbols Dictionary includes-eight symbols for basic conversation concepts, for
example : listening, interrupting, loudand quiet words, talk, and thoughts. Beginning
with one or two conversation symbols (talk, thought) more symbols are added as
a student gains familiarity with the approach. Sometimes, the opportunity to
introduce a new symbol will present itself in the course of a conversation. For
example, if the student is describing how someone interrupted him, it is an excellent
time to introduce the symbol for interrupting . The symbols in Appendix B are
designed to be laminated to use as "study" or "cue" cards to assist a student who
is learning new symbols (Appendix B : Conversation Symbols and Working
Definitions Study Cards) .

The Personal Symbols Dictionary is an ever-expanding collection of symbols
frequently used by a student. Over the course of several conversations, create a
student's personal dictionary with symbols that are frequently needed in his/her
conversations (Appendix A) . Use simple stick figures and representations, as
they are faster and easier to remember and draw. In addition, simple symbols
which can be drawn quickly keep the conversation moving . Some symbols will be
obvious (for example: the symbol for person), while others may require some
creativity. In this way, gradually building a consistent set of symbols with each
student personalizes the approach .
Drawing "small talk"
In addition to the fact that this approach involves drawing while talking, there is
another important difference between comic strip conversations and typical
conversations. In a typical conversation, those involved face each other. In a
Comic Strip Conversation, the student and parent/professional are seated or
standing next to each other, with their joint attention focused on the conversation
work area. It maybe helpful for the student to stand or sit closer to the work area,
with the parent/professional at the student's side and slightly back . Especially
important at first, this physical arrangement helps to ensure that the student leads,
as the parent/professional guides the conversation . Over time, the goal is to
gradually move toward equal participation and sharing in a drawn conversation.
Comic strip conversations begin where all conversations begin : with small talk.
"Small talk" topics are identical.to those in any other conversation : they may be
regarded as somewhat irrelevant, but they hold great social importance. Including
small talk in a comic strip conversation visually demonstrates how many
conversations begin, while limiting drawing only to more important topics is similar to
beginning a conversation in the middle . Therefore, introduce drawings as early in
the conversation as possible. The drawings add a visual reminder of "where to
start" when approaching someone. Topics like the weather or the weekend are
great beginning topics. In fact, weather is usually pretty easy to draw (sun, rain,
clouds), making it a great confidence bui!der for those with weaker drawing skills.

To establish a starting point, start in the upper left hand corner of the work area
and draw a representative location symbol. A location symbol identifies the
location of the current topic of conversation . For example, stating, "Yesterday I was
on the playground," a student may draw a small swing set in the upper left hand
comer of the page . Everything drawn on the immediate work area occurs, then, on
the playground. If the setting changes, or if a sequence of different events occurs
and the work area becomes crowded or hard to follow, continue on a clean work
area or new paper.
Drawing about a given situation
Usually, a situation which is giving the student difficulty is the focus of a comic strip
conversation . Using the appropriate location symbol, begin discussion of the
situation while drawing the location symbol in the upper left hand corner ("Mrs .
White tells me that yesterday at recess something happened which upset you.
Let's draw about that.. .'). The student begins drawing as soon as possible.
Guide the student's drawings with questions ("Where were you?"), or with
statements if they are easier for the student to understand ( "Draw yourself."
"Draw the people who were with you at recess . ").
Gather information as the conversation progresses . The following questions
serve as a general conversation guide for gathering information :
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Where are you?
(draw person)
Who else is here?
(draw person)
What are you doing?
(draw relevant items, actions)
What happened? What did others do?
(draw relevant items, actions)
What did you say?
(use talk symbol)

fi)
7)
8)

What did others say?
(use talk symbol)
What did you think when you said that?
(use thought symbol)
What did others think when they said that/did that?
(use thought symbol)

Carefully share your perspective of the situation with a student. To do this, wait
for a natural "opportunity" in the conversation, when the student will be most
receptive to your insights . For example, a student may have difficulty answering
some of the questions . In this case, guide the student toward identifying a logical
answer. If this is unsuccessful, suggest an answer while drawing/writing. Do not
maintain control of the conversation longer than necessary, however, returning the
marker to the student as soon as possible. The goal is to achieve a balance
between gathering insights into the student's perspective, while sharing accurate
social information.

The most difficult questions may be those concerning the thoughts and motivations
of others. If a student refuses or is unable to answer, provide an accurate answer.
!n another case, the student may be incorrect in identifying what others think. For
example, the student reports, "My teacher thinks ,'I want Andrew to sit in that chair
and do math all day.'" Accept the student's inaccurate answer as valid. Respond
by providing another idea without discrediting the student's response. For example,

"Maybe your teacher was thinking, 7 like Andrew. 1 want him to learn. I also want
him to play. Math first, then play' 1'll write that in. That may be what your teacher
was thinking.'"
While the purpose of a comic strip conversation is to clarify communication, the
resulting conglomeration of words and drawings can grow increasingly unclear. A
student may have difficulty sequencing, drawing events in random order. Or, as a
student becomes involved in drawing a conversation, several events may begin to
crowd the working area. Often several events may occur in a single setting. In
addition, a single event may be comprised of many different sub-events .

Every conversation has a sequence or structure, and comic strip conversations
are no exception . A few strategies assist in keeping the communication and
drawings clear, and easy to understand . First, for students who tend to report
events in a random order, try comic strip boxes. These are identical to actual
comic strips, where a series of boxes frame each event and define the sequence
of events. Draw the boxes prior to the start of the conversation, guiding the student
as s/he draws the events in each box . If the student draws the events out of
sequence, review the situation and place numbers in the boxes. For example :
"What happened first? Let's place a number one in that box. " If the conversation
is drawn on paper, the boxes may be cut apart and placed in the correct order.
This is also true when a conversation is recorded on a series of large file cards.
Keep in mind that the drawings may be confusing only to people who have not
been part of the conversation. The jumbled assortment of symbols and words
serve as an outline of the conversation, and make perfect sense to the
participants. In fact, a student may be able to repeat back the entire conversation
almost verbatim simply by "reading" the resulting drawing . .
Summarize the conversation before identifying possible solutions. Review the
key points of the situation together, pointing out the relevant drawings . To do this, it
may be helpful to place numbers by pictures of those things which happened first,
second, third, etc.. Summarizing places emphasis on relevant factors, and pulls
things together prior to identifying new responses to the situation.
Identify solutions to the situation to conclude the conversation. With the
conversation drawings present, the student identifies solutions to the situation . If
the student cannot identify new solutions, suggest one solution and write it down,
immediately asking the student if s/he can identify any others . There are likely to be
several possible solutions. From this list, the student creates a plan, crossing off
those solutions no longer considered feasible, and numbering the remaining
solutions in sequential order.
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Some students may not be able to identify solutions or develop a plan. However,
a comic strip conversation may reveal a wealth of information in regards to the
student's perspective, and these insights may be incorporated into a positive
behavioral intervention, or written into a social story for the student.
Drawing about an upcoming situation
Comic strip conversations are as versatile as any other conversation, and may be
used to report the past, describe the present, or plan for the future. Conversations
in reference to future events are best drawn on paper, allowing a student to review
the upcoming event. Use dates on the drawing to identify when the upcoming
situation will occur. If times are referred to, identify the time with the word about
preceding it. For example, a drawing may contain a picture of a clock at 3 :00.
Write the words about 3:00 under the clock. In addition, include possible variations
in the event - listing a few things that could result in a change of plans, and ending
with an all-inclusive statement, "Or something else might change our plans. This is
okay. Mom or Dad will let me know if the plans change ." After drawing through
the upcoming situation, conclude with a list of good responses to the upcoming
event.
Feelings and COLOR
The use of color in a Comic Strip Conversation identifies the emotional content, and
in many cases the motivation, behind a statement, thought, or question. For
example, "Hi Andy. Want to have some fun?" could vary in its meaning depending
upon the motivation of the speaker. By identifying the thoughts of others, and
assigning colors to spoken words to reflect the emotional content, students are
visually assisted in recognizing the importance of thoughts and motivation in
communication. The COLOR Chart is a resource listing suggested colors and
associated motivations and feelings (Appendix C) . ( A student may wish to
choose to identify his own "emotional palette" of colors .)
Introduce colors gradually over the course of several conversations . Wait for an
opportunity, where a basic emotion is apparent, and introduce the use of color.

Suggest using a color to write the spoken words in a situation where the student
has accurately identified the emotional content. For example, the student says
something like, "I was so happy, 1 said, 7 love having a birthday'!' Before the
student writes, "I love having a birthday!" suggest that the words be written in
green, explaining that green can be used for happy words and statements .
Students may make mistakes identifying the appropriate emotions and motivations
behind a statement. Should this occur, accept the student's answer, and offer
another perspective or interpretation. For example, if the student identifies the offer
of a playground tease to "Go and wash your face in the puddle" as green (a good
idea), respond with, Maybe 'Go and jump in the puddle' should be red. What if it
was red? What would that mean?"
More than one color may be used to identify feelings, writing with two or more
alternating colors within a single statement. For example, a student may be happy
to be going to a birthday party, but distressed over a change in routine. She might
write, "I want to go to the party! l want to stay home!" alternating green (happy)
with red (anger) or blue (sad, uncomfortable). Confusion is often represented in this
- way, using a combination of colors to represent the conflicting feelings .

Summary
This booklet describes a communication tool, Comic Strip Conversations, designed
to illustrate and simplify conversations with simple drawings . Experience with
Comic Strip Conversations indicates they may be an effective tool for parents and
professionals working with students with autism and other developmental
disabilities . While similar to any communication, Comic Strip Conversations have
unique characteristics designed to clarify communication. There is an emphasis
placed on what people may be thinking as an integral part of each conversation .
Symbols are used to represent basic conversational skills. In addition, color may
be incorporated to identify the emotional content of statements, thoughts, and
questions. Comic Strip Conversations can be used in conjunction with social
stories, or independently to solve problems a student encounters.
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Everyone talking at once, or a choir/voices in unison
When two or more people say or
sing the same words, at the same time .

Interrupt
(when two people are already talking)

Interrupt :
When my words bump into words from other people .
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Words that people say.
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Thoughts :

Words and pictures of the mind .
I have thoughts . Other people have thoughts .

Conversation Colors
green : good ideas, happy, friendly
red :
bad ideas, teasing, anger, unfriendly
blue :
sad, uncomfortable
brown : comfortable, cozy
purple : proud
yellow : frightened
black : facts, things we know
orange : questions
combinations of colors : confused

